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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to destroy a world? How about ten? Twenty?

Take control of a pair of hatchling space dragons and blast your way through the cosmos with our innovative move-and-warp
system. Fight the robotic armadas that have enslaved the massive beasts of the galaxy! Destroy the suns, battle the monsters

hidden within, and leap to a new system through a mind-bending wormhole!

The Galactic Update is faster, stronger, shinier, and more explodey than ever before! The Galactic Update includes a new
galaxy map, massive performance improvements, new particle effects, new sound effects, new post processing effects, and

more!
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Title: Space Dragon
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
3lb Games
Publisher:
3lb Games
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Super addictive, original game design, tons of different game modes, overall a great little game. Very polished and hard to put
down, $5 very well spent! I'll be looking out for future releases from Flump Studios, can't wait to see what they come up with
next.. It only takes one finger to be a badass.. Its good not great game. I like cats.. without season pass game looks like wwe
2k16.5 season pass make it 2k17. Really enoyable game! An insane about of references that are really cool to see voxelized and
an addictive game mechanic that makes you want to keep playing and reach the end!. This game is meant to punish you no
matter what its fun but really hard so be prepared. A pretty pure idle game.
Simple but interesting.
Very hard to stop.
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This is copy and paste from a thread I started when the game came out.
***update****Played an additional 35 minutes***
Just posting my notes,
5 crops wheat,rye,canola,barley,corn and grass for animals.
Has farmhands but you can't see them work.
An astonishing lack of usable equipment.
Mirror "reflection" is not a reflection and is so bad you kinda wish it was just left blank.
Certain ground textures are really really bad and repetative. Like the one used for some dirt roads.
Sound levels and some sounds themselves are bad.
It's looking more like this is gonna get returned and I would drop the rating to 4 out of 10 and now gonna give it a thumbs down
as it just has no "staying" power. Not much in the game that makes you want to stay with it.
***end update***

If any of you hang out in the farm simulator forums of the various farm games over the years you may recognize my name. If
not, thats probably better for you but UIG knows me. Me and UIG have a past. The long and short of it is I dislike them. The
type of dislike and mistrust you have in a 3rd cousin that always comes around and steals from your grandmother type of
dislike.
I created a steam group called Caveat Emptor with the sole purpose of warning people of games like UIG publishes. We lobbied
players for several games warning them of the various problems they could face when buying from these German publishers. Ag
Sim, Pro Farm ect . if it sucked we were on it. Thankfully steam ended up making a review system so we disbanded.

Today is a different time though in the steam world. We now not only have a review system we also have a product return
system.

I see alot of people not wanting to take the plunge so in a few minutes I will purchase and play the game for 60 minutes , putting
me well within the 2 hour time limit for returns and giving me enough time to at least check for a broken game. Stay tuned I will
post my results to the end of this post.

Ok exactly 59 minutes of playing later......
First my specs, Win10 I7 3.6 with 12 gb ram, nvidia 760ti with 2gb ram.
Settings used: everything max even the stuff I hate. 1600X900 resolution. FPS was locked at 58 for the entire play through.
What I did: I went through the tutorial. Explored settings, tried to make stuff break.
What I found:
Well the game start and runs. but so did the last pro farm 2014. So that really isn't saying much hehe. From a technical side it
wouldn't break or get it to break ie crashes ect. So technically the game is not broken, it works and is completely playable and
seems to be for the most part error free, although NOT glitch free.
That is as far as I will go from the buyer beware point of view. Reviewing the game is subjective and I personally think those
two things should be seperate ( if a game works\/not and if it fun).

From a review perspective going through the tutorial introduced me to the basics of farming and animal upkeep in the game. It
took about 35-40 minutes to go through with me stopping during various tasks to take notice of glitches ect. (the other 19
minutes of my play time was devoted to trying to technically crash the game).

The game plays simuliar to pro farm 14 and has touches of ag sim in it as well I believe. It incorporates the animals into the
farming side for the production of slurry and the animals aparently mate and breed providing they are taken cared of. During
the tutorial there were a few odds and ends like the tut telling you to press the d-pad up but you end up needing to press it down.
Also you run across some agravating things like not being able to unhook your last piece of equipment for the next on in the
tutorial unless you un-hook it right in front of the next item you need. So then you have to push the old equipment out of the
way with your tractor.

From a simulation perspective, the game simulates insects and weeds apparently (did not experience that personally) you also
have to monitor water levels (humidity) so compared to its competitor ( FS by Giants) it is a bit more complex but easy to
manage as the interface is pretty strait foward. The fields are pretty small in comparision though and the field itself looks like a
bandaid on the earth as it is a raised patch above ground level.
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I would imagine this is to accomodate the deformable terrain and make lag managable which I think was the other games
achilles because the whole map was deformable and this has got to cause an issue but i am no programmer. So although it looks
like crap, it makes the deformable terrain possible and managable fps wise. Is it worth the trade off?? Well I found myself
thinking it was worth the trade off anytime I was in the middle of a field but anytime driving next to the edge I was instantly
annoyed (the tractor sometimes catches this edge) and driving up on a field , well it just like poo so was it worth the trade-off??
yes and no.

So the field and farm sim seems ok but what about equipment simulation? Now I for one could care less about equipment
licenses and driving the "official" tatra or whatever. So I won't makr it down for that although some others may. But the vehicles
are just like other farm games from them and other non -Giants companies. They lack simulation especially the most important
vehicles in the game, the tractor and the combine. For starters once again the vehicles have this wierd suspension that seems to
be based in the center of the vehicle. So your tractor tires do not move up and down but the tractor rocks back and forth. its
kinda like being in a small boat. The suspension is also way overdone as far as bouncing around goes. I feel like I am in my teen
age years lincoln continental which had really bad shocks and would rock for 30 secons after hitting a bump in the road.

The turn radius on the tractors is also lacking but maybe that just the "feel" and maybe the radii are correct for ech vehicle. The
harvesters dont have visible grain tank (least not the one in tutorial). Trailer hitches are on a single horizontal plane and have no
ability to move oon a verticle axis. So when you go over bumbs any trailer will lift up. For instance, go over the little rise from
the pavement as you go from dirt to road at an angle and one side of your trailer tires will be off the ground at certain moments.
Weight seems to have no effect. Terrain no effect. You can plow and max speed for instance. So simulation wise the equipment
is the worst part of this game.

Will I keep the game....well i have another 40 minutes of "safe" time to explore the game still so I might at least do that, keeping
it....not so sure.

While giants does need to worry about the "other" farm game coming out later this year I don't think they need to worry about
this title all that much, other than the fact they ( giants ) better get thier poopies together or face extinction because real
compitition is not far away and frankly this title, if they could fix the vehicles could be part of that compitition.

I will post this all in the review section and I am going to, for the time being give it a thumbs up. Because 1) it aint broke, 2) at
the price it does at least meet the value imho
If I were to grade it though it would be a 5 out of 10.
I may revisit my thumbs up at a later date.. This is the height of modern gaming!. definitely worth the money! controller support
is flawless on my xbox one controller. More Murasaki, more Katatema & MusMus collaboration~ I think they're kind of an old-
school content creators following and expanding on their own quirks while making fun and simply intuitive game mechanics,
and let's not forget the OST, their intent to make enjoyable game design and content clearly shows through with this new
installment\u30fd(*\u00b4\u2200`*)\u30ce

Artistic style is more redefined, mechanics a bit changed but mostly less-restrictive than the original.

Story is... I think is indeed rather weirdly written and worded, but that seems to be katatema's flair, that I have doubts and
arguing with myself about the English version adaptation, as I tried to get ahead trying to read the original Japanese version(It
grew me really curious to actually push me to learn Japanese, I think only to find that most Katatema's writing seems to be out
of standard comprehension). It's pretty much optional to follow, but something about the way it's conveyed, I found that was
hard to turn away, Hopefully one day I can comprehend fully the original Japanese version.. I do freelance robot design, and
found this to be very insightful. Many thanks!. what a huge joke of a game feels like a runesscape clone bad combat small text
and the map omg cant even read it up front lol. ppl who like runescape will play runescape not a clone wow clones found that
out very fast so why risk ur time making a game like it.. What you play in the first 30 minutes is what you'll play in the first 2
hours, is what you'll play in the first 4 hours, is what you'll play... see where I'm going with this?

VERY repetitive to the point of monotony.
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